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Abstract. Traditional games are a form of play that reflects the customs of a tribe 

which are passed to the next generation. Traditional games have a philosophical 

meaning implied in each game and are also very fun. From the point of view of 

benefits, traditional games played by children are able to stimulate motoric, cog-

nitive development and can build self-confidence, train concentration, build 

friendships and work together with others. In carrying out traditional games can 

be done without using tools or by using tools. The use of traditional game aids 

can be made from materials found in nature, such as wood, bamboo, paper, thread 

or objects found around them and without the high cost. Types of traditional 

games that use tools are kites, dakon, stilts and others, while types of games that 

do not use tools are applause, hompimpa, cublak-cublak suweng and others. 

Along with the development of technology, traditional games are slowly being 

abandoned and turning to modern games with information technology. In order 

to preserve traditional game culture so that it does not become extinct, infor-

mation related to traditional games is digitized using the semantic web. Imple-

mentation of the semantic web is used to build a model capable of processing 

large data and making it easy to access information. Traditional games are spread 

throughout the archipelago in various forms and types. This requires knowledge 

to manage traditional Indonesian games in the form of OWL. Building traditional 

game ontology knowledge using the On-To-Knowledge methodology with 5 

stages namely Feasibility study, kick off, refinement, evaluation, maintenance. 

The Ontology model can present information in a structured and systematic man-

ner which can facilitate the search process more easily. The traditional game on-

tology model has six main classes, namely game type, game name, player type, 

toy material, toy form, how to play, winner. The evaluation results of the ontol-

ogy model using the HermiT reasoner test on the protégé application, DL Query 

and completeness check have succeeded in answering the questions correctly. 

For the future, the traditional game ontology model.   
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1 Introduction 

Indonesia consists of various tribes, cultures and customs that differ from Sabang to 

Merauke. Each region in Indonesia has different games, this reflects the characteristics 

of that area and can show the rich culture and works of each region in Indonesia. Games 

can be divided into two types, namely traditional games and modern games. Traditional 

games are works that come from an area in Indonesia. Traditional games are synony-

mous with equipment that is simple and easy to get around the house and easy to play 

[1]. Types of traditional games as shown in Fig. 1, including dakon, hompimpa, jump-

ing rope, dragon snakes, stilts and slingshots. Traditional games have the values of skill, 

accuracy, thoroughness, cooperation and can train high patience [2][3]. Along with 

technological developments, traditional games are slowly being abandoned and turning 

to modern games using digital system platforms.   

Information on traditional games can be accessed through guidebooks, journals, 

blogs or other media. Traditional game information has not been conveyed in detail and 

complete. Therefore, it is very important to introduce and document traditional games 

in Indonesian society.   

Poor documentation and information dissemination systems have made the game 

less well-known to Indonesians. So, in this article an information infrastructure will be 

built to accommodate Indonesia's wealth and culture in the form of traditional games. 

The approach that can be applied to provide information about traditional games is us-

ing the semantic web. The Semantic Web is capable of managing a dynamic set of data 

and models so that it can provide open access to information [4]. To support the docu-

mentation of traditional Indonesian game objects based on Semantic Web, a modeling 

step is required for these objects. This modeling aims to produce a knowledge repre-

sentation design that can later be applied in the Semantic Web application framework. 

Information on traditional games can be accessed through guidebooks, journals, blogs 

or other media. Traditional game information has not been conveyed in detail and com-

plete. Therefore, it is very important to introduce and document traditional games in 

Indonesian society.   

Poor documentation and information dissemination systems have made the game 

less well-known to Indonesians. So in this article an information infrastructure will be 

built to accommodate Indonesia's wealth and culture in the form of traditional games. 

The approach that can be applied to provide information about traditional games is us-

ing the semantic web. The Semantic Web is capable of managing a dynamic set of data 

and models so that it can provide open access to information [4]. To support the docu-

mentation of traditional Indonesian game objects based on Semantic Web, a modeling 

step is required for these objects. This modeling aims to produce a knowledge repre-

sentation design that can later be applied in the Semantic Web application framework. 

Information on traditional games can be accessed through guidebooks, journals, blogs 

or other media. Traditional game information has not been conveyed in detail and com-

plete. Therefore, it is very important to introduce and document traditional games in 

Indonesian society.   

Poor documentation and information dissemination systems have made the game 

less well-known to Indonesians. So in this article an information infrastructure will be 
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built to accommodate Indonesia's wealth and culture in the form of traditional games. 

The approach that can be applied to provide information about traditional games is us-

ing the semantic web. The Semantic Web is capable of managing a dynamic set of data 

and models so that it can provide open access to information [4]. To support the docu-

mentation of traditional Indonesian game objects based on Semantic Web, a modeling 

step is required for these objects. This modeling aims to produce a knowledge repre-

sentation design that can later be applied in the Semantic Web application framework.   

This research will discuss the development of a traditional game knowledge model 

using the On-To-Knowledge method and modeled with Web Ontology Language 

(OWL). OWL is used to represent vocabulary meanings and relationships between 

words so that the meaning of information becomes explicit [5]. The On-To Knowledge 

method consists of several stages, namely the feasibility study, ontology kickoff, re-

finement, evaluation and maintenance [6]. The On-To-Knowledge method provides 

tools that can accelerate knowledge management on a large scale in processing seman-

tic information and user access that is faster, selective and meaning-oriented [7]. The 

benefit of this research is that it makes it easier for people to obtain information related 

to objects in the form of games tradition in Indonesia. Effective and efficient dissemi-

nation of information [5] explains that by using the semantic web, information written 

on websites is not only useful as information that can be read by humans but also as a 

source of information that can be processed and understood by computers.   

Semantic web offers an extraordinary solution for information processing on the 

website [8][7] explaining the use of the ontology method to represent knowledge in the 

ICT service domain in the Sipelantik application at the Ministry of Finance Pusyntek 

resulting in 6 classes of knowledge. The consistency test of the ontology model with 

Pellet Reasoner shows that the ontology model built is consistent because of the rela-

tionship between concepts.   

 

Fig. 1. Traditional type of game: (a) dakon; (b) hompimpa; (c) lompat tali; (d) ular naga; (e) 

egrang; (f) ketapel.  
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2 Method 

2.1 On-To-Knowledge   

The ontology-based knowledge development methodology that is currently developing 

[9] is the On-to-Knowledge method. This method has 5 stages of the process [10][9] in 

building an ontology, namely feasibility study, ontology kickoff, refinement, evaluation 

and maintenance. Fig. 2 explains the 5 stages in the On-To-Knowledge methodology.   

 

Fig. 2.  Figure 2. On-To-Knowledge Process [9]   

  In detail, the 5 stages of the process are as follows:   

1. Feasibility study is identifying problems and formulating the best solutions for each 

potential problem that arises.   

2. Ontology kickoff is to determine and analyze the specifications required by the sys-

tem which includes: system domain, system design guidelines, information 

knowledge sources.   

3. Refinement is an activity that includes the process of knowledge extraction and for-

malization.   

4. Evaluation is to evaluate the specification of system requirements and testing on the 

system.   

2.2 SPARQL   

Web semantics are able to manage data more efficiently by using RDF queries con-

tained in SPARQL SPARQL's ability to express queries in a variety of different data 

sources, whether data is stored natively as RDF or viewed as RDF through middleware 
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[9]. SPARQL has 4 types of queries namely SELECT, ASK, CONSTRUCT, ASK and 

DESCRIBE.   

2.3 Web Ontology Language (OWL)    

Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a popular language used when creating ontologies. 

The purpose of the OWL is almost the same as the RDF Schema, which is to define an 

ontology including classes, properties, and relationships for each specific application. 

OWL can state more complex relations [11][7]. OWL is divided into three sub-lan-

guages namely OWL-Lite, OWL DL, and OWL Full. The OWL Vocabulary uses URIs 

in the RDF, RDFS, and OWL namespaces, and uses XML Schema literal definitions 

[12]. The following are important classes in ontology creation: 

1. owl:Thing is a class of all things in OWL. All classes are subclasses of owl:Thing   

2. owl:Class is a class of RDF resources and instances of rdfs:Class   

3. owl:DatatypeProperty is a class of all properties that have ranges and instances of 

rdfs:Datatype   

4. owl:ObjectProperty is a class of all properties that have a range that is an instance of 

owl:Class   

5. rdf:XMLLiteral is the class of all XML literal values defined in the XML Schema 

specification. 

2.4  Description Logics (DL)   

Description logics (DL) is a knowledge-based language for representing knowledge 

about domains in a system in a structured way and can be understood easily [12]. De-

scription logic provides precise and unambiguous understanding and meaning for do-

main descriptions. The knowledge base consists of two components, namely TBox and 

ABox. A TBox contains a vocabulary domain, where Vocabulary is a concept that 

shows a collection of individuals and roles that shows the relationship between individ-

uals. ABox contains basic sentences that describe the relationships that occur between 

individuals and concepts. Every statement in ABox must have a model and be in ac-

cordance with the concept’s description [6][13]. The concept description in the AL-

language is formed according to the syntax rules can be seen in Fig 3.   

 

 

Fig. 3. Syntax for concept description [13]   
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2.5   Protégé     

Protégé is a program with an OWL plugin concept that is used to edit ontologies and 

access description logic. Menus that can be used are reasoner HermiT, DL Query and 

other menus. Hermit is the first publicly available OWL reasoner. HermiT's goal is to 

determine ontology consistency and to identify hierarchical relationships between clas-

ses. With the concept of hyper table calculus, it can provide a faster process for classi-

fying ontologies [14].   

3 Result and Discussion 

3.1  Formation of Traditional Game Ontology Model   

The research method used in building a knowledge-based system about Indonesian tra-

ditional games (PeTra) is the On-To Knowledge Method. This method has 4 stages, 

namely: Feasibility Study, Formation of the Ontology Model and Refinement Stage.   

At the feasibility study stage, an initial study was carried out by identifying problems 

with system development and system users. Furthermore, data collection related to in-

formation on traditional Indonesian games was carried out through various sources:   

1. Guide to Traditional Games by PP-PAUD and West Java Dikmas,   

2. Handbook of Sports and Traditional Games by Wineka Media,   

3. Guidelines for traditional games Gembatan by UMM.   

Apart from the guideline sources, Indonesian traditional games can also be obtained 

from the following blogs: 

1. https://kebudayaan.kemdikbud.go.id/   

2. https://www.cnnindonesia.com/hiburan/20201203111743-60-577456/7-permainan-

tradisional-indonesia   

3. https://www.tokopedia.com/blog/permainan-tradisional-asli-indonesia   

4. https://jatengprov.go.id/beritadaerah/purbalingga-wakili-jateng-pada-kompetisi-

permainan-tradisional/   

5. https://www.aca-

demia.edu/33464299/BUKU_PANDUAN_DIGITAL_PERMAINAN_TRADISIO

NAL_TRADITIONAL_GAME_BOOKLET_BERBASIS_MOBILE_Hasanudin 

Ontology Model Formation Stage, In the ontology model formation stage, software 

requirements specifications are determined. In developing the ontology of traditional 

Indonesian games using the Protégé 4.3, OWL and SPARQL programs.   

Refinement Stage, At the stage of compiling knowledge in the form of PeTra Indo-

nesia's ontology based on information through guidebooks, journals or bloqs. Infor-

mation explaining about Indonesian traditional games. Statement of Logic to form a 

PeTra Indonesia ontology that is developed based on the knowledge model. Here's a 

logical statement:   
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1. PeTra Indonesia's games consist of slim, snake_dragon, stilts, hompimpa, gatrik, 

jump_rope, galasin. Logical statement as follows:   

Game ⊆ gangsing   ⊔  ular_naga ⊔ egrang ⊔  hompimpa ⊔  gatrik ⊔  lompat_tali ⊔  

galasin.   

2. Gangsing is PeTra Indonesia which has the types of players, has the rules of the 

game, has the winning conditions, has the equipment used to play. Logic Statement:   

3. Gangsing ≡ Indonesian Traditional Game   

  ⊓ (has a PlayerType.PlayerType)   

  ⊓ (∀ Have Rules. Rules of Game)   

  ⊓ (∀ Have Conditions.TermsWinner)   

                    ⊓ (∀ Have Wood Equipment)   

4. Ular_Naga is PeTra Indonesia which has types of players, has game rules, has win-

ning conditions. Logical statement as follows:   

Ular_naga ≡ Indonesian traditional games   

                       ⊓ (has a PlayerType.PlayerType)   

                       ⊓ (∀ Have Game Rules Rules)   

                       ⊓ (∀ Have Conditions -Terms of Winner.                

5. Egrang is PeTra Indonesia which has the types of players, has the rules of the game, 

has the winning conditions and has the equipment used to play. Logic Statement as 

follows:   

6. Egrang          ≡ Traditional game   

                       ⊓ (has a PlayerType.PlayerType)   

                       ⊓ (∀ Have Rules. Rules of Game)   

                       ⊓ (∀ HaveConditions.TermsWinner)   

                       ⊓ (∀ Have Equipment.Bamboo)   

7. Hompimpa is PeTra Indonesia which has the types of players, has the rules of the 

game, has the winning conditions and has the equipment used to play. Logic State-

ment as follows:   

8. Hompimpa     ≡ Traditional game   

                       ⊓ (has a PlayerType.PlayerType)   

                       ⊓ (∀ Have Rules. Rules of Game)   

                       ⊓ (∀ HaveConditions.TermsWinner)   

                       ⊓ (∀ Have Equipment.Bamboo)   

Gatrik is PeTra Indonesia which has types of players, has game rules, has winning 

conditions and has the equipment used to play. Logical statement as follows:   

Gatrik          ≡ Traditional game   

                       ⊓ (has a PlayerType.PlayerType)   

                       ⊓ (∀ Have Rules. Rules of Game)   

                       ⊓ (∀ HaveTerms.TermsWinner)   

                       ⊓ (∀ Have Equipment.Bamboo)   

                       ⊓ (∀ Have Equipment. Stone)   

Lompat_tali are PeTra Indonesia which has the types of players, has the rules of the 

game, has the winning conditions and has the equipment used to play. Logic State-

ment as follows:   

Lompat_tali   ≡ Traditional game   
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                       ⊓ (has a PlayerType.PlayerType)   

                       ⊓ (∀ Have Rules. Rules of Game)          

     ⊓ (∀ HaveTerms.TermsWinner)   

              ⊓ (∀ HaveEquipment.Rope)   

9. PeTra Indonesia equipment consists of wood, bamboo, rubber, stone, marble, balls, 

seeds, cloth, paper and rattan. logical statement as follows:   

10. Game_equipment ⊆ wood ⊔ bamboo ⊔ rubber ⊔  stone ⊔  marble ⊔  ball  ⊔  seed 

⊔ cloth ⊔  paper ⊔  rattan.   

  The testing phase of the ontology model based on traditional game knowledge using 

the ontology model is tested and analyzed using three methods: consistency, ontology 

validation and completeness.   

Consistency, on consistency testing to measure ontology consistency by using the 

HermiT reasoner through the Protégé program on class, object properties, and data 

properties.   

Ontology Validation, in validation testing to prove data in accordance with formal 

data in ontologies based on description Logic.   

Completeness, in this test to test the completeness of the PeTra Indonesia ontology 

data which contains several lists of question Table 1 based on the extraction results   

Table 1. List of Test Questions   

No Question Expected results 

1 What are the types of traditional 
Indonesian games? 

The system can display Indonesian 
traditional game categories 

2 What games do boys play? The system can display Game type 

3 What games don't use tools? The system can display the type of game 

4 What games use tools made of 
bamboo? 

The system can display game type 

5 What games use tools made of wood 
and seeds? 

The system can display game type 

3.2 Implementation of the Traditional Game Ontology Model     

Formation of classes in PeTra Indonesia's ontology knowledge system is made 

using the Protégé program based on information sources from various guidebooks 

or blogs. In the refinement stage, the formation of classes, instances and relations 

is used to form the Indonesian PeTra ontology by implementing a top-down and 

bottomup process. The implementation of the combination of the two processes 

begins with selecting the main topic and identifying the generalization and speci-

fication process for the needs of establishing the Indonesian PeTra Ontology. The 

Petra Indonesia ontology model has 4 classes, namely:  

1. Game_type is a class that contains various game type instances   
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2. Game equipment is a class that contains various instances of equipment types in 

traditional games.   

3. Player_type is a class that contains an instance of the gender that plays the traditional 

game   

4. Cara_play is a class that contains instances of mechanisms for playing traditional 

games 5. Conditions_winner is a class that contains an instance of the rules to deter-

mine the winner.   

Design of class hierarchies and T-box graphs on the PeTra Indonesia ontology model 

in Fig 4 and 5 using the Protégé program.   

   

 

Fig. 4. Traditional Craft Ontology T-Box Graph.      

 

Fig. 5. Traditional Game Ontology Class Hierarchy   

   

Defining Class Properties is declared after a class is created. In the Indonesian 

PeTra ontology, the Properties class is divided into two types of properties Table 2, 

namely object properties and data properties. In addition, there is also an inverse prop-

erty that functions to define opposite properties. Table 3 describes the list of PeTra 

Indonesia's ontology model properties.   
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Table 2. List of Indonesian Traditional Games Ontology Properties   

No   Property Name   Type   Domain   Range   

1   hasGameType   Object Property   Equipment Type   Game Type   

2   isGameTypeof   Object Property   Game Type   Equipment Type   

3   hasRules of Play   Object Property   Game Type   Play Rules   

4   isPlaying Rulesof   Object Property   Rules of Play   Game Type   

5   hasTerms of Winner   Object Property   Game Type   Winner Terms   

6   isTerms of Winnerof   Object Property   Terms of Winner   Game Type   

7   HaveTypePlayer   Data Property   PenisPlayer   Text   

Table 3. List of Facets from PeTra Indonesia Ontology Slots   

No Property Name Range Facets 

1 hasGameType Game Type Cardinality/Value Type 

2 isGameTypeof Equipment Type Multiple-Instances 

3 hasRules of Play Play Rules Multiple-Instances 

4 isPlaying Rulesof Game Type Multiple-Instances 

5 hasTerms of Winner Winner Terms Multiple-Instances 

6 isTerms of Winnerof Game Type Multiple-Instances 

7 HaveTypePlayer Text Multiple-Instances 

   

Instance creation is done in each class on the Indonesian PeTra ontology. In this 

example, there are 6 instances of the traditional game type class: Gangsing, Snake 

Dragon, Stilts, Hompimpa, Gatrik, Jump Rope and Galasin   

Testing the PeTra Indonesia Ontology Model using quick search and SPARQL test-

ing. Testing with Quick Search is enough to enter data according to the statement, then 

the PeTra ontology model will display information that matches the criteria. Whereas 

in Fig 6, the SPARQL test is by writing the SPARQL query statement on the query 

statement menu.   

   

 

Fig. 6. SPARQL Statement     
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After the testing of the PeTra Indonesia ontology model was successfully carried 

out, the ontology model was validated by an arts and culture expert, namely Dr. Tarpan 

Suparman, S.Pd., M.Pd and Dr. Anggi Giri Prawiyogi, S.Pd., M.Pd., M.Sn from UBP 

Karawang.  

4 Conclusion    

The design of the PeTra Indonesia Ontology Model was successfully implemented in a 

protege application and testing was carried out using the Prototype Test and validation 

was carried out by experts. The test results show that the PeTra Indonesia ontology 

model can display information according to the criteria, so that it is able to provide 

detailed knowledge about a traditional game to the general public.   

In the future, this research can be developed to be more interesting by providing 

game information visually or through YouTube videos. The Indonesian Traditional 

Games (PeTra) ontology model can be accessed by the general public through formal 

or non-formal education and this PeTra ontology model can be added with regional 

cultural values so that games can be preserved.   
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